Background-Serial peak expiratory flow rate (PEF) recording has been advocated as a sensitive and specific means of confirming work related asthma. The optimum number of recordings per day to achieve the best between-reader and within-reader reproducibility and sensitivity/specificity ratio compared with the final diagnosis determined by specific inhalation challenges is unknown. Methods-PEF recording was carried out every two hours in 74 subjects referred for possible occupational asthma. Specific inhalation challenges performed in a hospital laboratory or at the workplace (positive in 33 subjects and negative in 41) were considered the gold standard. The duration of monitoring at work and away from work was at least two weeks each. Graphs of PEF recordings were generated in four different ways: every two hours, four times/day, three timeslday, and every morning and evening. The graphs were assessed by three readers in three different centres in a blind manner. Furthermore, one third of each type of graph was read blind by the same reader one week after the initial interpretation. Results-Agreement between the three readers was a little more frequent (82%) in the case of the every two hour readings than for the other types of readings (70% v 77%). Agreement between at least two of the three readers occurred in 73% of positive challenges (sensitivity) and in 78% of negative challenges (specificity) for every two hour readings. The figures varied from 61% to 70% for positive challenges and from 78% to 88% for negative challenges for the other types of readings. Within-subject reproducibility from one reading to the next (one week apart) was excellent (83% to 100%). Conclusions-Recording PEF every two hours results in a slightly more satisfactory agreement between readers and in concordance in terms of sensitivity/ specificity than less frequent PEF readings, although the four times a day assessment is almost as satisfactory.
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(Thorax 1993;48:1211-1217) Serial peak expiratory flow rate (PEF) monitoring has been advocated for assessing the severity of asthma1 2 and has been put forward in international guidelines aimed at reducing morbidity and mortality resulting from asthma.3-5 Burge and colleagues were the first to propose serial monitoring of PEF in the diagnosis of occupational asthma and they described several patterns of changes in PEF (hourly, daily, weekly).6 Serial assessment of PEF, sometimes coupled with monitoring of bronchial responsiveness, for periods at work and away from work has proved to be useful in the assessment of occupational asthma on an individual basis.89 Some surveys of high risk industries have also been carried out using this method of monitoring. 1013 This method of establishing a relation with the workplace in occupational asthma is simpler than specific inhalation challenges in the laboratory, and has the advantage of being feasible in centres where specific inhalation challenges are not available. The sensitivity of PEF monitoring in the diagnosis of occupational asthma compared with the results of specific inhalation challenge varied from 86%14 to 81%," while specificity varied from 89% 14 to 74%." Several methodological aspects of PEF monitoring are still unknown. Firstly, the ideal frequency of assessments is debatable; in previous studies monitoring was performed at least every two hours. It is unknown whether recording PEF less frequently would alter the sensitivity and specificity of the testing. Secondly, the degree of between-reader agreement is variable; Venables and colleagues reported that agreement between four observers occurred in 69% of 61 graphs '6 while Perrin and coworkers showed agreement between three readers in 89% of 61 graphs.'5 However, these data should be interpreted with caution as the readers worked in the same centre; although the reading was blind, there could be an interpretation bias as the readers knew each other. The third unknown is the degree of within-reader agreement: the agreement was 90% to 100% in the study by Venables in which 29 graphs were recirculated and reread'6 but, to the best of our knowledge, no other reports are available in the literature.
The purpose of our study was twofold: (1) to compare the results of PEF readings with the results of specific inhalation challenges using various ways of generating PEF graphs: every two hours, four times daily, three times daily, and morning and evening; (2) to evaluate the within-reader and between-reader reproducibility by having the graphs read by three readers working in three different centres, each with expertise in occupational asthma.
Methods

SUBJECTS
The graphs of 74 subjects investigated for occupational asthma who had undergone specific inhalation challenges were kept for analysis. The graphs satisfied the following criteria: at least two weeks at work (10 working days) were monitored (except in two subjects in whom PEF fell by more than 50% after two days at work and they had to stop working) and two weeks away from work. 29 The graphs had previously been included in two reports which assessed the sensitivity and specificity of PEF readings in the diagnosis of occupational asthma.14 15 Subjects were asked to record their values approximately every two hours from first thing in the morning until going to bed in the evening. PEF readings from 74 of a total of 85 subjects who satisfied the above criteria were used. The mean (SD) duration of recording was 23 (20) days for periods at work and 37 (22) Figure 4 shows examples of where the three readers interpreted the graphs as negative while specific inhalation challenges were positive. The within-reader reproducibility for the 22-24 graphs (depending on the pattern) that readings. Subjects may invent data if they forget to take the measurement. At the time this study was carried out, only instruments that recorded PEF were available. However, now PEF can be measured and the data stored on a computer chip. These new instruments can provide a means of assessing compliance and the accuracy of the data recorded. Our study also shows that sensitivity/specificity ratios for the concordance of PEF readings to the results of specific inhalation challenges were not affected by the use of medication (bronchodilators only as opposed to inhaled anti-inflammatory preparations). This differs from the conclusion reached by Burge and coworkers7 who found that sensitivity was 42% for subjects taking anti-inflammatory preparations and 77% for subjects not taking them. In their report the "gold standard" was not the result of specific inhalation challenges but the final diagnostic impression of the physician. 7 Lower sensitivity and specificity of PEF readings compared with the results of specific inhalation challenges in this study, which included 74 of 85 subjects (87%) who took part in two previously published studies,1415 can be due to the fact that the graphs in this study were interpreted by three readers working in three different centres, whereas in previous studies graphs were interpreted by three readers from the same centre. Having interpreters working in the same centre may introduce a contamination bias. We do not think that these results can be due to a preselection of graphs which were either "easy" or "difficult" to interpret. The 85 original subjects were not selected and entered the study prospectively. Subjects who were excluded in the current report (n = 11) did not satisfy preset criteria of two weeks of recording at work and away from work. As outlined in a previous report, this study included subjects who were not necessarily continuously exposed to the offending agent. '5 This was the case, in particular, for subjects exposed to isocyanates and to some agents such as formaldehyde, fluxes or amines. In these subjects it may be more difficult to identify correctly the timing of exposure at work, which can be brief at times and insufficient for eliciting an asthmatic reaction. In other instances the exposure can be indirect and the worker unaware of exposure to the agent. Although this point cannot be verified, it is possible that difficulty in assessing true exposure intervals at work can account for the difficulty in assessing tracings.
The observers were only asked to make a categorical assessment of the peak flows-that is, either suggestive or non-suggestive of occupational asthma. We did not use an extended scale as in a previous report, 16 
